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About Your Family: 

1. How many children? ___ 

2. a. How many boys versus girls? (or put your list in birth order, e.g. 1G, 2B, 1G, 1G)  

b. In your opinion, are they close in ages/skill levels or not? (How 

far apart?) _______ 

3. How many are school-age versus pre-kindergarten? __ vs __ 

What are the current ages (or age range) of the people in the home 

during schooltime? (e.g. other adults or babies) ____________ 

4. Do you have any “special needs” (of anyone in your home, including yourself) which 

impact homeschooling styles or time commitments/schedules? (e.g. 

time needed to prepare food for a special diet or to complete an exercise routine or appointments) 

5. For each student, list what you perceive to be the strongest 

learning style (working with words, hands-on/visual, listening, all): 

________________       _________________ 

________________       _________________ 

________________       _________________ 

________________       _________________ 

6. List the top 3 educational styles which most appeal to you currently 

as a mom/teacher: 
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Beyond figuring out the learning style(s)/abilities/tendencies & needs of your students, I think these following 

questions can be helpful for you when figuring out what style of homeschooling to use (especially for grade 3 

and upwards but I would even recommend it as low as grade 1 and upwards): 

1. Future Transition: How easy will it likely be for my child(ren) to transition to the "next 

step after homeschooling" if I teach them the topics I'm planning on (and the amount of 

detail of those topics)? Is there anything I can do to make this transition easier for 

them? Am I waiting until it's just about time for transition in order to prepare my 

child(ren) and then cramming or scrambling? 

2. Balancing My Responsibilities and Weaknesses: How might the school year go if I am 

responsible for the tasks I'm choosing to do within the homeschool style I'm choosing 

AND if I also have to balance _______ (other responsibilities or weaknesses) in my 

own life? Have I taken on too much and is there a better way to homeschool while not 

setting myself up for burnout? 

3. Leaving "Margin" for Healthy Friendships: Does my homeschool style allow me (and the 

rest of my family) margin for developing healthy friendships beyond the time needed to 

homeschool? Can I relax some of my "to-do"/"how-it-must-be-taught" wish list to 

allow for a more encouraging social life for all of us and at the same time, not set aside 

the academic needs of my children? If there isn't a homeschool support group in our 

area which we can attend, can I at least find an online one for myself and a community or 

church-based youth group/children's group for my children? On the flip side, does my 

current style have too much of a social aspect or gallivanting around for our own good? 

4. Time and Space: Does my homeschool style allow me time to be a mother (household 

work, manage family needs, care for non-school-age family members young or elderly)? 

Or do I feel obligated to be together-always-involved in studies? Can I rearrange 

something or change some curriculum to allow some physical space and time and 

provide resources for my children to develop their independent skills?  
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Based on your answers from pondering the previous 2 pages, what are your thoughts for 

how to approach homeschooling in your family? What are reasonable goals for YOU? 

What is your anticipated point of graduating from homeschool (the transition point)? 

       Anything in particular that you need to work on to prepare better them for that point? 

Time for “Schooling” (of day, length of within day, how many days, which days): 

Education generally integrated to home life throughout breakfast to supper prep time on 

weekdays OR  a dedicated time for “school” separated from the rest of home life for those 

hours? (circle one or combine it somehow) 

Social aspects/goals to include (where, when, what is your reason of attending/benefit): 

For “Mom” (and/or “Dad”): 

For Kids: 

Other Weekly or Seasonal Responsibilities (or Appointments) to Juggle/Fit -In                

on a Regular Basis (list them): 

 

Special Places or Events Your Family would like to see or participate in (e.g. vacations, 

field trips, “special days” such as fall fair, Christmas drama, pioneer village, science fair, or 

“theme days” at home for occasional fun throughout the year.) (list ideas) 

 

Other Notes: 


